Introduction:

1. Instructors: Range Staff

2. Definition and historical purpose: The Baker PatrolBat Shield is a light weight ballistic shield designed to defeat pistol and shotgun rounds. The shield is rated NIJ level IIIA and weighs 13.5 pounds. The shield is flexible and light compared to other shields, which gives the patrol officer the ability to rapidly deploy it for a variety of situations.

3. Justification for the class: To train the officer in the various ways the PatrolBat shield can be deployed.

Materials and/or handouts to be used in the class:

1. Baker PatrolBat Shield
2. Red Gun Training Weapons
3. Active Shooter Equipment

Course Objectives:

Upon completion of this course the learner will be able to:

1. Understand the various tactical application of the Baker PatrolBat Shield.
2. Demonstrate the proper tactics used to deploy the Baker PatrolBat Shield.

Course Overview (Describe how the course will flow and how topics will be covered):

1. Summary of topics

   A. Introduction to the Baker PatrolBat Shield
   B. Tactical applications of the Baker PatrolBat Shield
   C. Scenarios utilizing the Baker PatrolBat Shield
2. Format of the class including breaks
   A. 1 hour block for training.

3. Practical evaluation or written exam
   A. Scenarios to demonstrate proficiency if the use of the Baker PatrolBat Shield

Content (List each topic’s main points and relevancy to meeting the course objectives):

1. Refer to Training Key Introduction to the Baker PatrolBat Shield
2. Refer to Training Key Tactical Applications of the Baker PatrolBat Shield
3. Refer to Training Key Scenarios for Baker PatrolBat Shield

Resources (Penal Code sections, Manuals, Written Directives, etc.):
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